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Game highlights Homecoming '94 evenb;
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK
News editor

•

•

The clash of helmets on the
Citrus Bowl gridiron will be the
explosive finale of Homecoming
'94 events around UCF. This
year's game againstthe Troy State
Trojans caps off a week of campus activities involving students
and alumni.
Homecoming kicked off
with state-of-the-art games held
Monday on the Student Center
Green. Activities included oversized sumo wrestling suits, pedestal jousting, human bowling, a
gyroscope and a virtual reality
simulator.
Tuesday night, the Campus
Activities Board sponsored a free
showing of Jurassic Park at the
Reflecting Pond. Thousands of
students crowded into the pond,
which had been drained to
accomodate the crowds. The event
was so well attended that students
also covered the entire grass area
between the administration building and the library. UCF police
estimated that 3,000 to 4,000 students attended the screening.
"We were extremely
pleased with the attendance," said
Derek Miner, the student director
of the CAB Cinema Committee.
"It exceeded our expectations by
three times. We are really glad
that many people came out."
Perhaps the largest event off
the playing field was the concert
Wednesday night at the UCF
Arena. Comedians George
Wallace and Jeff Foxworthy entertained the crowd of students,
faculty, alumni, and community
members. Student government
provided 2,000 free tickets for the
concert, saving studetents from
paying $5 to see the concert.
Thursday's key event is Student Skit Night, which will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium. The event will
also be simulcast in the Wild Pizza
to accomodate the huge crowds
that CAB expects to overflow the
auditorium. An expected 16 skits
will be performed centering on
this year's theme, "Knights
through Time." Each organization and club has chosen a specific
historical era to present; the selected time period is also the theme
for the floats that will ride down SCA from 3 to 7 p.m.
Church Street on Saturday mornFollowing the showcase, an
ing.
alumni party will begin at 7 p.m. at
Friday features a student pep the Wild Pizza. Cheerleaders from
rally beginning at 3 p.m. at the past seasons will also reunite on the
Reflecting Pond. In addition, a eve of the game at the Wild Pizza.
campus showcase featuring UCF's
On Saturday, the pregame
five colleges will be held in the parade will begin at I0 a.m. at

Church Street in downtown Orlando. The parade will feature 80
spirit cars, police vehicles and
floats. Nearly 20 floats that UCF
fraternities, sororities, organizations, and clubs have been building throughout the week will be
presented to judges.

ln~id~

Opinion
Gridlock can be a good thing- p. 6

''The floats are judged on appearance, adherence to theme, creativity, variety of materials, and
originality of the idea," said Karen
Brown,directorofUCFHomecoming. Brown said that the groups
involved work very hard on their
floats.
News
Opinion
Classified
Features
Sports

Last year, Delta Gamma and
Lambda Chi Alpha combined efforts to win first place in the fraternity category.
Following the parade, a Tailgate Party will take place on Tinker
see EVENTS, page 3
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UCF alumnus makes break into
wortdwide 3-D graphics martet
O Using software he
created himself, UCF
graduate Brian Small
explores the 3-D
world of random dot
stereograms.

record.
And then you'll be able to see it
At UCF, Small majored in every time."
computerscience,andsoonbecame
After graduating from UCF,
involved in computer graphics. He Small soon perfected his 3-D softstudied computer animation, graph- ware package. He quit his job to
ics, and virtual reality, including form Small Wonders, using savings
some graduate coursework. Small and his personal computer to generwas also a student programmer ate the images which sold over
through the UC~ Cooperative Edu- 30,000 posters.
cation Program and worked at TrainIn 1994, Small expanded and
ing Performance Data Center, a .wascontractedbyapublishingcomDepartmentofDefense information pany to create 3-D images for steby SCOTT C. HOLBROOK
centerformerly located in Research reogram books . That allowed him
News editor
Park.
to concentrate on creating just the
As a senior at UCF, Small images,ratherthanproducingafinYou'veseenthematthemall.
y ou' ve stared and stared, until fi- discovered the 3-D image technique ished product like a poster.
nally you see it. Three-dimen~ional known as the random dot stereo_ Small's work has grown into
graphics have gained in popularity grar:Il. Stereograms work by diverg- a catalog of over 125 3-D images.
in the past few years, and much of ing the eyes, not crossing them. These images are used for a variety
the work you've seen at the local Thisforcestheeyestoseetwosepa- of products, butmuchofSmall'sart
malls was created by a UCF alum- rate, distinct images. When the is used-in books which feature 3-D
nus whose art now spans the globe. images are merged, the brain is images by computer graphic artists
Brian Small, who graduated tricked into believing that the single from around the world. Currently,
from UCFin 1992,started the Small image which appears is 3-D.
Small is featured in seven books
Wonders Company in 1993. lt genAlthough this technique internationally; one of these, Anerates 3-D images that are now used sounds difficult, it is accomplished other Dimension I, has sold over
in posters, books, postcards, calen- by the brain on a regular basis. The 400,000 copies worldwide.
dars, and even t-shirts which are process occurs without even being
Another of the projects, a
marketed worldwide.
noticed in everyday life.
murder-mystery entitled Death by
Involved in computers since
''It's like looking into a mir- the Sea, is completely illustrated
he was in junior high school, Small ror," explained Small. "You don't with Small's 3-D images. Clues to
graduated from Dr. Phillips High lookatthemirror,youlookthrough the mystery and the identity of the
School in 1988. After a year at the the mirror at your image, which is murderer are hidden within the 3-D
UniversityofFlorida,hetransferred actually beyond the plane of the panels, sothereadermustvieweach
to UCF in 1989.
mirror."
graphicinordertosolvethemurCler.
"The UCF computer science
Small became fascinated with
Small expects a large Christprogram was so much better than the 3-D process, and developed his mas market for his books, which
UF," Small said, explaining why he own custom software to bitmap can be found at most local book
came to UCF. '"'The programming images while still attending UCF. retailers. In addition, he is currently
teamhereconsistentlywinsregional His program breaks the 3-D image working on a new book which is
titles over much larger schools . . intorepeatingpatchesofgrayscales: scheduled forrelease in early 1995.
UCF's program is well-respected objectsintheforegroundarewhite,
Future projects include
in the computer science commu- and objects in the background are Small's expanding commission
nity."
black. The depth wruch appears in work, in which he creates a custom
Small is referring to the UCF the 3-D image is created using vary- image for a specific client. Small is
programming team, which has ing levels of gray, which determine . alsodeveloping3-Dstereogramfullplaced in the top three positions in anobject'sshadingandwhetheritis motion video.
regional competition for the past 12 perceived as closer or farther away. ·
"Imagine watching a threeyears in a row. According .to team
"Onceyouseetheimage,you dimensional Nike commercial,"·
director Dr. Ali Orooji, no other lock into it,'' said Small. "The first says Small. "The possibilities are
team in the country can boast such a time you do it, it's really amazing. endless."
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Roasted Chicken
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NOW O.PEN, in "University Square"- Comer of
Corner of University blvd. and Goldenrod .. 671-0669
Featuring:
•Roasted Chicken• Gyro,Mousaka •Soups & salads
• Roasted Potatos •. Spinach pies • Deli Sandwiches

BEST BUYS FOR A·COLLEGE BUDGET:

•

CHURCH ON THE ROCK INTERNATIONAL

announces
•
•
•
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HOLIDAY INN

•

at tl)e Quadral)gle Office Park
coll)er of 0Qiversity & Alafaya Drive
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INTEREST MEETING
Oct. 25 at 7:00 P.M.
SUNDAY SERVICE
Oct. 30 at 10:00 A.M.
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More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than ahy other test prep company's.
Call us _t,.oday to find out why.
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BARBER SHOP

7339 E. COLONIAL DR.
273-0254 NO WAITING

7 DAYS A WEEK
M-F 8-5:30PM

OPEN

SAT 8-5
SUN 8-3

C:

$

t bFF wl STUDENT 10
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•

FREE
..

Class & Practice Exam
Thursday, October 27, 1994
6 pm - 10 pm
Holiday Inn UCF
Am pith eater

Game ends Homecoming Week
EVENTS, from page 1

Field next to the Citrus Bowl from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Scheduled to
perform at the party is the Central
Florida band, "Derek and the
Slamrners," and the $10 ticket
price covers the show and a bar-

becue lunch before kickoff.
Then at 1 p.m. Homecoming '94 culminates on the gridiron
at the Citrus Bowl as the 11thranked UCFGolden Knights take
onthefifth-rankedTroyStateTrojans. Troy State leads the series 43 and is favored to win, but UCF

head coach Gene McDowell has
led the Knights to six wins in the
last seven Homecoming games.
Following the game,
Homecoming '94 wraps up at
the post-game party which begins at 4 p.m. at Church Street
Station.

tB{ack§tone LS.9L'"I Prep
I

1--800-881-LSAT
~------------------"

CONGRATULATIONS
Open 7 days
407-381-1940

GRADS

WE HAVE EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO CELEBRATE
YOUR SPECIAL DAY
• Graduation Announcements
• High Speed Copies
• Passport Photos

•
Drive-Thru Service

5-19-2448

the corner of Dean Ad.
University Oaks

(00
•

•Name Cards
• Printing
•Binding

DISCOUNT EYEWEAR)

"Orlando's Only Quality Fashion Eyewear
Outlet... At Fact0ty Direct Savings!"
Contact Lenses
• All Brands, Colors
• Extended /Daily Wear
•Disposables - Call For Price
•Factory Direct Savings

2165 Aloma Ave.
(At Publix-Aloma Center W.P.)

677-7676
Hours: •
M-F 9-6
Sat 9-5

I VIS-' I

!ill

"Limited Time Offer.

rQ)
)>-;.:;
< CD

CD 3
0

.

;a.

Discount Eyewear
Alo ma
Center
Aloma Avenue

.,,.

w

Cl

12140 Collegiate Way
Orlando, FL 32817

(407) 382-5555

•
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Older Grads
Earning More

Professors study effects of Coca-Cola in East Europe
a ream of researchers from the
University of South Carolina is
hoping to find out.
Thanks to a grant from the
Atlanta-based Society oflnternational Business Fellows, four professors and economists from
USC's College of Business Administratio.n have headed to Eastern Europe to study the economic
effects of Coke's post- 1989 investments in Poland and Roma-

College Press Service

COLUMBIA, S.C. - A Romanian
buys a pau of Levis. A
College Press Service
Warsaw native plucks down a
WASHINGTON-Puttingoff couple of zloties for a Coke.
college for a few years after high
While Eastern European
school may not be such a bad idea, markets continue to embrace
suggests a new report from the American products , how do
American Council on Education.
American products such as CocaAdults who earn their college Cola really effect economies in
degrees after the age of 30 enjoy places like Warsaw, Poland, and

"Thereisalotofspeculation
on how a huge force like Coca-Cola
playsinaforeignmarker,especially
markets as new as those in Poland
and Romania," said Dr. William
Folk, professoroflntemationalBusiness at USC. "We want to see not
just the impact on businesses, but
also how the product impacts the
people as well."
USC international business
professors Jeff Arpan and Jim

Doug Woodword and Frank
Hefner, economists in the college'
division of research.
Arpan and Kuhlman will
base their research on discussions
with business owners and consumers, while Woodward and
Hefner will concentrate on more
technical, economical data.
The USC professors wilJ retum to the U.S. in the late fall and
hope to have their findings pub-

higher salaries than younger gradu- ~B~u~c~h~ar~e~st~,R~o~m~a~n~ia~?~T~h~a~t·s~w~h~a~t~~ni~a~.~~~~~~~~~~K~u~h~lm~an~m~ad~e~th~e~t~ri~p~al~o~ng~w~ith~~li~sh~e~d~n~e~xt...:y~e_ar_.~~~~~
ates, according to the ACE report.
.
.
Thestudy, "LaborForceParWE
BAKE
OUR
OWN
BREAD1
ticipation of Older Graduates," states
that graduates older than 30 were
Subs & Salads
Subs & Salads
making $28,961 one year after
graduation, while the younger graduates were pulling in $21,905.
Male graduates over 30
eamed$32,l 70annually after graduation, and younger males took home
N
12251 University Blvd.
A w+ E
·auy One Footlong Sub and Get One
Buy One 6" Sub and Get One of
$23,962. Older female graduates
(Across from UCF • Next to UC6Cinema)
~ s
of Equal or
earned $26,441, compared to a salEqualor
PHONE AHEAD
Blimpie ~
Lesser Value
Lesser Value
ary of $20,535 earned by their
FOR PICK-UP
v UCF
With Purchase of 2
With Medium
younger counterparts.
Drink Purrl"iase
In 1991, about one-sixth of
A
Medium Drinks
the nation's college graduates were
~ vafid ril My lll!;" ?~~ ~. ~~rid wldeivery
•
.
UNIVEAS ITY
Nol •·alod wilh ~~{~;ne~ ?i~~o~:r~!~ NJI val-. widelrvery
\. onl6rs.Validwithlhiscoupononly.Onepercustomet':'8 WE FRESH SLICE OUR SUBS TO ORDER! \orders Vaiodwilht:loscou;xinonlv Onepercus1omer. J
-30 years or older. Of these, 60
percent were women.
While the rateof employment
for graduates was nearly the same71 percent for younger graduates
and 73 percent for older graduates,
•
"THE PLACE FOR EYES"
··Landlords
some of the disparity in salaries
comes from the type of employ•Insurance
ment in which the grads were en•Contracts
gaged one year after graduation.
•Traffic Tickets
INCLUDING
Thirteen percent of younger
graduates indicated on the A CE sur(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109)
vey that a college degree was not a
requirement for their current job.
Will
Only 4 percent of graduates over the
•A Name Change
age of 30 fell into this category.
FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES
•Uncontested Dissolution
Among all men graduates, one
($15.00 VALUE)
in six was working in a business/
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
management position. Six percent
legal consultation and representative in cerof the older graduates worked in
tain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
sales, while 16 percent of the
younger graduates did.
For inforrnation or an appointment
The report found that older
CONTACT LENS EXAM s50
call 823-2538 ·
women graduates were more likely
to teach. Twenty-five percent of
89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.
or stop by the student center
them entered the field of education
room 210
compared to 18 percent of younger
OPEN
6
DAYS
A
WEEK
female graduates.
Monday--·Friday 8am-5pm
Nineteen percent of the older
TII.:L 8 PM THUR. AND FRI.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
female graduates entered the health
EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY
by the Student Government Association
professions,, while only 7 percent
of younger graduates surveyed did.

·.· .· FREE·.

.~~OUiJiJ!ii.@

6" SUB

Subs & Salads

FREE

.£.2. 8

r--------,
·. (8JilJlijj)
FREE

*

281 1007

'--------~

~--------~'

.

EYES f OREVER OPTICAL · Student Legal Services
Problems With:

•

Need:
•A

•

ANY COMPLETE GLASSES
GIORGIO ARMANI

$25°0 OFF

COMPLETE EYE EXAM
$3900

•

•

359-0937

'News for women with ...

•

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BLADDER INFECTIONS
Participate in a research program if:
• You are suffering from the symptoms of a bladder infection
including burning, pain, frequency of and/or cloudy urine
• You are a female between the ages ofl 8and 64.

Qualified Participants receive the following
benefits:
• Free medical care from qualified health care professionals.
• Free study medication.
• Up to $100 for your time and travel.
Call now for more information!

•
•
•

•

•

•

(407) 331-0099

ORLA~DO

393 \\'hooping Loop, Suite
Altamo nte ~pnngs

Future HealthCare

•

lifSEARCHCENTERS

•

<
z

•

•

•

r----------------------------------------,
HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOU'R MONEY.

i

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

i

Label your spare-change .jar "beetle farm?'
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change."

i

_Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

&

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It .discourages pickpockets. So ,does wearing
really tight pants.

i

Put your

pictur~ on your credit card.

A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you .

•

..
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Don't look now -they've lost another one
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•
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The powers that be have cast their final vote. Once again, it's
a giant leap for mankind - backwards. Last week, the federal
government d~ided to cut funding once more for the space
program. This means many missions and projects planned in the
future are now in the trash bin. Even worse, though, these budget
cuts have forced the space program to abandon one of its most
successful projects ever.
The Magellan space probe, which has been orbiting Venus,
will now be sent on a kamikaze run into the planet's atmosphere,
where it will burn up in a matter of hours. It will no longer provide
valuable information ofthe fonnation ofVenus, which could even
provide a glimpse at the history of Earth.
What's the reason for doing away with the Magellan? NASA
no longer has the resources to maintain it The budget for the
exploratory satellite has been cut every year since it's launch. In
fact, it has gotten so bad that NASA cannot even afford to have
scientists examine the infonnation that has already been sent.
The Magellan probe is one ofthe greatest successes for NASA
since the inception of the space shuttle. The information received
from Magellan was placed directly on CD-ROM, a fol1Ilat much
safer and more concise than the older, huge reel-to-reel method
used since the '60s.
If this is how the government reacts to one of the most
successful programs in the space exploration field, it leaves little
doubt as to how it will treat the space station plans. It seems that
every week, Congress is voting on whether or not to continue
funding for the space program. The program offers incredible - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ .
potentialinthefieldsofmedicine,electronicsandenvironmental
research. If things go the way everyone expects, the U.S. is going
toendupwithhalfofaspacestationorbitingaroundEarth, waiting
lneverthoughtl would be saying this: Gridlock good! Refonn
for someone to put it out of its misery.
bad!
The 103rd Congress has sputtered to an end, leaving political
experts to speculate about the future ofthe Clinton presidency. The
session was hailed in 1993 as an engine of refonn. Let's look at
what our legislators have (not) accomplished.
• Congress passed the much-touted North American Free was the one bit that was going to make the Clinton presidency, but
For those of you still living in a cave, Homecoming Trade Agreement, an,,act that I have never understood. Can the it turned out to be one of many air balls. Evidently, Clinton's idea
weekend is almost upon us. From the parade up Church government really be the vanguard of free trade? I don't think so. of refonn differs slightly from Americans'.
Back in the days of Walter Lippman's "Great Society,"
Street to the Golden Knights' duel with the Trojans, the Besides, if our products are so much better, why should we whine
reform meant bigger government and more spending. Today, it
anticipation is incredible. If all goes as predicted, the w~en someone else doesn't want to buy them?
If the U.S. wants free trade, all it has to do is repeal the laws means the opposite... to those not seeking office for the umpteenth
Arena will be filled with dorm rats trying to catch up some
restricting
it, not make new laws. A government that restricts time, anyway.
sleep after mid-terms, the headlines Sunday will read
imports,
thinking
that its citizens are benefiting, deserves what it
Republican House Whip Newt Gengrich simply replied, ''I
"Trojans smother the Knights," and once again, the Letters
gets-Overpriced
products.
The
sad
fact
is
that
NAFTA
is
an
justthinkhedoesn'tquitegetit."Thankyou,Newt.
Mr.Gengrich
to the Editor section on Tuesday wHI be filled with memindication
of
how
ignorant
our
legislators
are
of
the
rudimentary
realizes that refonn is not necessarily a good thing and that
bers of SG and CAB telling us how wonderful it all was.
government,manytimes,hasitsheartintherightplacebutitshead
For those of you who have been searching desperately for laws of economics.
• Congress passed a $30 million crime bill to increase the in the air. The proposals made by Clinton do not address that which
something else to do to use as an excuse, never fear! If all
number of police on the street and to increase penalties for abuse history ~as made obvious. Progressivism alienates certain groups,
else fails, just sit home and be apathetic!
to women, children and the elderly. Crime bills like this are passed in order to fit its own agenda. (In this case, the group that
all the time, mainly due to their popularity. It would be political Democrats wish to alienate are doctors, simply because they
-Chad Brunner
suicide
for a career politician to stand in the way of a bill that "make too much money.") Perhaps saying that you have your
Opinion editor
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . , , proposes to protect helpless women, children and elderly citizens. heart in the right place is saying too much.
• Keeping with the traditions of progressive education, conWhenltookagoodlookatalltheproposedlegislationthatour
gress approved new education standards and pumped more government wanted to pass and everything they did pass, I heaved
© 1994 The Central Florida Futur~. Inc.
Offices: 12243 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 money into poorer districts ... Again? Things have changed, right? a sigh ofrelief. I don't want a government that does a lot. The only
Nope. The session was plagued by a bout of gridlock almost operations I want Capitol Hill to supervise are amputations-on
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
unprecedented in recent history. Near the end of the session, itself.Ionlymakeabout$15,000ayear,yetlfoundawaytoobtain
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer Republicans- were conducting five different filibusters, two on affordable health care without Uncle Sam's assistance.
Managing Editor
Katie Jones nominees, three on major bills. Propo'sals on refonn and environConuption has made career politics a tradition in America, a
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey mental concerns evaporated under the threat of delay tactics.
tradition translated into growth by inertia. This year we can be
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry
Clinton's biggest loss came in healthrefonn, where he grossly somewhat relieved that gridlock has made it less probable that the
Opinion Editor
Chad Brun.ner misread the people's desire foruniversal health care. He accused government will screw things up even more.
Photo Editor
Armando Solares Republicans of "trying to stop it, kill it or just talk it to death." It
Keep up the good work, boys.
Copy Editor
Richard Agster
News Editor
Scott C. Holbrook
Production Manager
Russ Welch
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, Andrew
so on come from an English speaking country.
Varnon, Justin Delias, Sean Devaney, Brynner Yee,
Who then, under these standards, would fit the label ofAnglo?
Now that everyone says it's Hispanic Heritage Month, all of
Mike Nemeth, Alycia Severson
Virtually
anyone walking on two legs: Americans, Canadians,
you who identify yourselves as Hispanic, as well as anyone else
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
English,
I
amaicans,
Irishmen, South Africans, Nigerians, Austrawho wants to learn something, listen up for a moment. Let's look,
lians.
And,
of
course,
Jet's not forget Native Americans.
Business Manager
.Steve Norris not necessarily at what the word Hispanic means but rather at what
But
wait,
you
might
ask, how can so many people of different
Advertising Manager
Jason Meder the common usage of it is among the masses.
races
and
ethic
backgrounds
be labeled the same? You're right.
When the media refers to the word, Hispanic, what exactly are
dvertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett
But
tfns
is
exactly
the
way
the
media labels Hispanics. Why do
Distribution Manager
Don Bates they refening to ?Normally, they are talking about Cubans, Puerto
these
diverse
races
and
ethnic
backgrounds all speak Spanish
Administrative Asst.
Ulla Pearson Ricans, Mexicans, as well as other groups who come from then? So many centuries ago Spain coloniz.ed South and Central
Advertising Sales
Mike Battista, James Dourell, Spanish-speaking countries. The public media in general labels America. So the word Hispanic i's really more of a political
Andrea Vasquez Hispanics as anyone who comes from or whose parents, grandpar- designation. ltis by no means a group of race or ethnicity. I feel it
ents and so on, came here from a Spanish-speaking country. Now
Opinions express~d in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
let's try an experiment. Let's just switch some words around, but should be discarded from our vocabulary, along with the many
1nd1v1dual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or
Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed with a maximum of 300 words
keepthesameassumptions.InthesamewayHispaniccomesfrom racial slurs already being weeded out of common usage.
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to
editing of grammar and for space and become the property of the newspaper, subject
I refuse to identify myself as one particular ethnicity. I will,
the root word Spanish, the word anglo comes from the root word
to their publication . The Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper
published twice-weekly during the academic year and weekly during the summer.
however,
say that most of my ancestors are from Spain, but some
English. So, in using the same linguistic rules themediaapparently
The Central Florida Future, Inc., is a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and
1s not officially associated with the University of Central Florida . Single copies for
are.
also
native
to South America I was born in South America.
uses, we could surmise that an Anglo is anyone who either lives
students and faculty are free ; additional copies may be purchased at the Future
office for $ 15 each.
-name withheld upon request
in aEnglish-speaking country of who's parents, grandparents and

True national ·refonn is in perpetual gridlock
Bob Vogel

Hold ·on to your hats, it's
Homecoming weekend!
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Letter to the Editor

Don't label ethnic group just for PC
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If this were apathy, this space would be intentionally left blank
Chad Bruilller
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,
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Apathy: ap'a-thi, n. Want of feeling; insensibility;
indifference. -New Expanded Webster's Dictionary, 1991
ed.
"You know, you use thatwordquiteoften.Idon'tthink
it means what you think it means." - Paraphrased from
Indigo Montoya, The Princess Bride.
I am sick of people trying to label me as apathetic. It
seems that every time someone crosses that invisible line
between simple editorial and scathing commentary, people
begin throwing that word around.
"Well, if you really wanted to change things, you
should just join yourself and try to make things different."
How many times have you heard cry from members of
SG and CAB in Letters to the Editor? Enough is enough.
To anyone in SG or CAB who thinks I'm apathetic,
they are more than welcome to come by the Future and
apply for this job. Maybe they can fill two pages of the
Opinion section with happy thoughts about how government in all its glory is going to lead the slobbering masses
into the Rapture. I won't hold my breath waiting for it.
You know, come to think of it, I never heard President
Nixon say to Woodward and Bernstein, "Well, if you
really wanted to change something, you should just run for
office." Or better yet, maybe anyone who has something to
say about government should be required to run for public
office before they write anything. That way, everybody

would get a chance to be corrupted by money and power
before they could say anything against it.
Sound a bit farfetched? I certainly hope so.
Let's not kid ourselves. No one is going to defend SG
or CAB unless they're a part of it. Anyone who complains
to them is labeled apathetic, because they haven'tjumped
through the same hoops as our "selected" representatives.
The word is used in hopes of disclaiming any opposing
viewpoint in the hopes that people will just ignore it and
mindlessly follow whatever the ruling body tells them.
Maybe I didn't vote. Does that make it wrong when I
say that SG is doi~g something behind the students backs?
Does that make everyone who abstains from voting on an
issue in Congress forbidden to ever speak on the issue?
Please. Let's cut out the governmental rhetoric and get
down to business.
I personally choose not to vote because I feel that the
system itself is already so self-propagating that voting is
nothing more than a hollow attempt to make me feel that
I've done my good deed for the day. Voting might perhaps
be one of the most apathetic acts of all. Few people talk
about it, for fear that they might cross someone else's
opinions. If voting were-such a noble thing, why shouldn't
everyone's votes be public? Are we so ashamed of having
an opinion or taking sides on anything that we hide whatever we think and feel from others? Does waiting in line for

EXCUSE ME?
five minutes to flip a lever with someone's name on it and
then going about our business for the next four years justify
our existence?
Try giving a speech about something twice a week for
about five minutes. Try letting people know how you feel
about a certain subject. Try informing people around you
as to what's really goin·g on. Most people can't even stand
up in front of 20 of their peers to say their name, let alone
bear their souls to the 25,000 students at UCF.
I don't think many writers would argue with me when
I say that it is our job to shake things up a bit, to make
people crack open their thick skulls and maybe let in a new
idea. If nothing else, at least it might get people to think
about something during the commercial breaks. God forbid people would actually do something, even if it's just to
write to the Future and tell me how stupid I am. I'm more
than open to new ideas. Nothing I ever say is set in stone.
But I'll be damned if anyone's ever going to accuse me of
not caring about anything. Take a look at yourself for a
change.

Need to escape the pressures of class?
Take a break· witb
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WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206, 8235335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
Group, 5:00 PM. Weekly Bible
Study opportunities
and much more!
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for more information.
All Welcome!
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One Student needed to share House
Lose W . ht L"k
M . 1
Snow Skis, Men's PRE 195cm w/
BEAUTIFUL HANDPAINTED
1
25 minutes from UCF with another
eig
e agic. .
Solomon Quad Binding. Like new.
student. Rent is $350/month + $150 Need some people t? lose weigh $200 677-8880
T-SHIRTS
deposit R r 1 d utiliti W h 1 and earn money helptng others. 1 i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t Native American Designs by Erika.
· en inc u es . es, as er: hours per week could net you $500
Excellent Quality $15 each 679Dryer & Lawn Care provided. Call 823- $2500 . Call Sue (407 )
_
Waterbed: Ultrafirm,6drawers,heater
382 4524
6752
9594, 4PM-12AM
w/temp control, Queen. $150. Jan
t---------------+629-1336

HflP WANlE.D

Temporary Help - PIT Evenings
P/PISTS
Appt. Setting - Winter Springs Offic Fender Telecaster USA with case.
Hourly Wage - Plus Bonus - 699 Like new. Lace Sensor Pickups, RoseEXPANSION! APPLY NOW
9152
wood finger board $450. Men's 15
Student Special
$10.05 starting, immediate openspeed Univega racing bike, 26 in, like
Term papers or reports, double spaced
ings. Perfectfor Students, HS Grads,
new. $200. 679-3421
1"margins,$1.75pgor$1.50pgforover
2nd income seekers. Entry level,
20 pages. Red Bug Area. Call Laura
advancement possible, flexible
696-2611
schedules. Openings throughout
Greater Orlando and South Semi- BED, QUEEN OR FULL, NEVER
i - - - - - - - - - - - - - n o l e . Call 331-9006 for interview USED $125. 678-8592
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
STUDENT FINANCE ASSOCIA· t-------------+----------~ Need a good, reliable car?
TION
***SPRING BREAK 95***
CONDO, 1bd/1 ba, University/436, Call a fellow classmate. Many mod
Desktop Publishing by ciaire!
Start your financial future here.
America's #1 Spring Break
2 pools, tennis, weight room, 785 els to choose from. Call Ric at (407
Very professional, very quick, very
October 19, 4 PM, Bus. Adm. 134.
Company!
S.F. MUST SELL 22 ,900 . Call 342-6137
Guest speaker: Mark Miecks, CerCancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
reasonable.
657 _5343
tified Financial Planner
Panama!
Call today. Waterford Lakes area.
OTH~
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
380-2162
WATERBEDS - King $85, Queen
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Orgainize 15 friends and TRAVEL
$165, bedding & dresser included
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. FREE! Earn highest commissions!
WORDMASTERS
671-7588
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
(800)
32-TRAVEL
All Welcome!
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - . . r - - - - - - - - - - - - ; Makeitunique,makeityours,makeit
Typing and Resume Service
i-------------TELEMARKETER: Glamour Shots Word Processor
JOSTEN's! There is a difference; Since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip. SameGLBSU HALLOWEEN PARTY High Fashion Photography, Fash- Complete with manuals, diskettes & look for it.
day service avail. We've moved. Call
Friday, Oct. 28, 9PM-2AM at ion Square Mall, seeks aggressive, daisy wheels. Upgraded; must sell.
upbeat individuals to book appoint_
- - - - - - - - - - - - for info. 277-9600
Boxcars. Be There! .
830 5184
ments. No cold calling. Guaranteed
WANTED: Used Sporting Goods,
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i w a g e or commission bonus. W i l l i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1_ will pay cash. PLAY IT A G A I N i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
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UCF DIVE CLUB
train. PIT, flex hours. Call 898-7954 WASHER/DRYER
SPORTS. 677-5007
Dives every weekend. Next meeting, ask for D.J.
Amana Heavy Duty. Only 8 mos 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 A +Typing & Word Processing
Wednesday 10/26, SG211. For more i------W-A_N_T_E_D-----told, with 5 year service plan. All
-Laser print. Professional results!
info call 3B2-3oo7
Same day turn-around available!
Electrical Engineering student for extras. Moving. $750 OBO. 678- ACCOUNTING TUTOR
part-time tech work. Flexible hours. 6052
CPA/Former College Instr. Call Close to UCF! Call 366-7123.
Top pay. 481-0160
Loretta at 256-1140

·
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Retail sales help at Orlando's larg.
est. Outdoor Store. Retail and/or
outdoor experience a plus. Apply in
Room Avail. to a responsible, N/S person by Oct. 31. Travel Country
male in a 3bd/2 1/2ba townhouse. Outdoors. 1101 E. Hwy 436
$235/mo. + 1/3 util. 282-8291
1------------...-:::~~~:::-:::::-::..........::::'.'.':::::'.'.':::::'.'.':~~~~~~~~-~-~'.'.::-::-:::::~~-~-~-~-~-:::-::-:::-::_
.........._.........._.........._.........._"""":"'":'1,
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Lookingfortwelvelovelyladiestomodel
UCF area, christian female to share in 1995 UCF Swimsuit Calendar. Exwith same, 2bd/2ba, washer/dryer in- cellent modeling opportunity and earn
eluded $250 + 1/2 util. Vanessa 658- up to $500. 382-1373 after 2 PM
0556

.

Classifieds can be faxed to 823-9495 byow convenience

'The Par/(.9Lpartments
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.
Babysitter needed for local attorney's
Master B~room ava1labl~ w/ pnvate two children, ages 1 and 4, for weekbathroom 1n house, Arbor ndge area; 5 end evenings occasionalweeknights.
min. to campus. W/D, no smoking o Must have o~n car and refemces. Call
pets. $300/mo + 1/2 util. 658-0767
359~5305

679-4226
UCF HOMECOMING SPECIAL!!!
WITH THIS COUPON SAVE UP TO

l~il•liliivouR MOVE IN COST

"Set Yourself Apart"
FREE MONITORED ALARM SYSTEM WITH OUR

1ii 'A&igfi6or!

Spacious 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms

University Floral
& Gift Shoppe

Service is our specialty:

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER
4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765

(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
Homecoming Corsages
$5.00 and up!
Boutonniers - $2.00 and up!

WE SPECIALIZE IN
ROMANTIC BOUQUETS
lN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
$3.99 & UP
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
PRESENTATION BOUQUETS
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS
$15.00 & UP
• DISH GARDENS • GIFf BASKETS
•FLOOR PLANTS
BOSS'S WEEK!
!Sweetest Day .... October 15th
10/16- 10/22
Funeral Tribute Specialists
World Wide Delivery

;;~emtr~~~~:n~u7t::~:

Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount
$. 95 Rose Specials

I

breakfast every Saturday
monthly social activities
movie rentals - $1. 00 each
20% off drycleaning and valet services
copy machine, fax machine, & typewriter
free alarm monitoring
sporting equipment
postage stamps
laundry change
notary servic~s
tool box
free advertising
UPS pickup & delivery
pet & plant sitting
recycling program

Relax and Enjoy:
2 sparkling swimming pools
2 lighted racquetball courts
2 air conditioned laundry rooms
sand volleyball
water volleyball
jacuzzi
covered car wash
basketball
playground
clubhouse with big screen TV
corporate apt. suite
friends & family

for

Offer Expires October 31, 1994

Every Day!
3207 Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park, FL 32792 - Corner of Goldenrod and University
L:.....:..:.:....=.:....:.=.:....:..::...:..:.:..=::.:::..:.:.:..._..=====================:=:...J L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .J
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on the inside
11• Hom~comings -past
remembered
12• Real concerts for this ·
homecoming weekend
13• The DJ drops some knowledge of the rap scene
15• Take a walk with angels

by SEAN PERRY
If you say potato and I say
patahto, am I uneducated, or have I
just been misinformed?
.The various cultures and
backgrounds of our fair universe
may be catching up with us in the
"freedom of expression '90s." We
. speak our minds, commit mass suicides and throw SCUD missiles at
each other in the name of God.
Maybe I should say in the
name of religion, since my god may
not be your god.
Well, then again, maybe all
gods are the same - just with dif-

ferent names.
Whatever the case, it seems
that anything goes when it is done
inside the chapel. We don't question the wierdos that salute a satanic
tribal figure and adore the millionaires that preach the_good word on
television.
America has become the melting pot of cultures, and along with
such a composition, we have becomeareligious cesspool. The government enjoys sanctioning everything from corporate mergings to
rap albums but withdraws from the
pool of religious sharks .
It may seem deranged that
people speak of walking with angels and finding peace in a statue. In
comparison, though, the statue
doesn't seem half as odd as hanging
with Benny Hinn.
I would like to just say, "To
each his own," and leave it at that. It
just seems that I might have to be a
little careful next time I'm hanging
out in Waco or on vacation in the
Middle East.

~---Volume II Issue 1
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Sean Perry
Editor:
Film Editor:
Derek Krause
Th~atre Editor:
Richard Agster
Staff Writers: DJ Swanee Z, Jim Martin,

FAMILY AMUSEMENT CENTER

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!!!!

OVER 60 GAMES!!!

STOP BY OUR NEW STORE

VIDEO GAMES
POOL
PRIZES!!!

NEXT TO THE UC-7 MOVIE THEATRE
AT THE CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA

THE LARGEST GAME ROOM IN
THE UCF AREA!!!

282-2474
PRIMAL RAGE
IS HERE!

PARTIES AND PRIVATE
RENTALS!!/.
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LIMIT ONE COUPON PER DAY
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
t:_XPIRES 10/31 /9~CAL~AMEPLAYERS 282-24~

r-:---------------,

I PRESENT THIS AD FOR ONE FREE I
I SODA WITH YOUR $5.00 TOKEN I
PURCHASE

1-

Kenneth Loo, Michael White, Nora Osario,
Corbett Trubey, Damon Dykes, Trish Montgomery
Photographers: Armando Solares, Jeff
Hunt
Cover Illustration:
Arinando Solares
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LIMIT 2 COUPONS PER DAY!

-~-----------....J

Tuesday

41 West
Church Street
843-5825

41 West
Church Street
843-6104

Wednesday

NFL games on the big screen'
with 20 oz. NFL draft for
$2.25, and $.15 wings.

Wednesday

Ladies Drink Free
2 for 1 for Everyone
. All Night Long!!!

Wednesday

Ladies Night with
Happy Hour Daiquiris
All Night Long!!!

............
OPENS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21sr
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

PRESENT THIS AD FOR
3 FREE TOKENS!!!

Join us after the Homecoming parade!

College Night with
Happy Hour
All Night!!!

Everyday: Buy 1 get 1 Daiquiris with College ID
Not valid with any other specials

.............
310 S. Park Ave
647-8719

_
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Although the Troy State Trojans are ranked higher
than the UCF Golden Knights, the home team has won six
of the last seven homecoming games qnd i,s ready to
become the victors in a seventh.
The Knights will kick offthe day with a parade at 10
a. m. on Church Street in Downwwn Orlando. Students,
faculty-, alumni and community- members will line the
streets to.watch the floats compete for awards and show
their black and gold for school spirit. Thi,s year's theme,
''Knights Through Time, "encourages each organization
to create a float from a different time period in hi,story.
At 1p. m. fans will crowd into the Citrus Bowl to watch
the Golden Knigh~ batde the Trojans. The "real" UCF
Knight will be there astride hi,s white horse w show thefans
the chivalrous spirit that cou/,dgive the Golden Knights the
victory- again thi,s year.

Photos by Arniando Solares

--OM b.COM IN<.;
~b.b.llb. D LI Vb. .
Friday the 21st:

Sunday the 23rd

•Go ahead and spend five bucks
on Jeff Foxworthy. Or you can
spend $8 to see Hootie & The
Blowfish, Tabitha Secret and
Blue Million at the Edge at 8
p.m. or see singer/songwriter
Freedy Johnston at the intimate
setting of the Go Lounge at 10
p.m. for $7.

Freedy brings his bad
reputation to the Go
Lounge.

• The Metro Blues All Stars
bring their Kentucky style blues
~o the Downtown Jazz & Blues
at 9 p.m.

Saturday the 22nd:
•Skip the fraternity parties and
catch Phish down at the Edge
for a mellow evening of fusion.
For more information, call
Ticketmaster at 839-3900.
• Twila Paris with Phil Keaggy
and Clay Crosse at 7:30 in the
Carpenter's Home Church in
Lakeland.

Phish at the Edge

•Tory Voodoo at the Go Lounge
at 10:30 p.m. for $3.

R. Kelly, Warren G., Heavy D
and Coolio share the~ stage for
the Budweiser Superfest at the
Orlando Arena. Tickets are $25,
and showtime is 7 p.m.
Local band, Cage of Hands
wiU be playing at the Phun
Shack all day Sunday to benefit Dylan Sams.

•
L7 and the Melvins heat up the
Edge for $12. For more information, call the Axis hotline at .
823-8192.
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Coolio
It Takes A Thief
(Tommy Boy)

Snoop Doggy Dogg
Murder Was The Case
(Death Row)
Calvin Broadus, a.k.a. Snoop
Doggy Dogg, has come out with
both a short film and a soundtrack
with the help of his homie, Dr. Dre.
Dre directed and co-wrote the 18minute long film, which depicts
gangsta life and dying. It's based on
the lyrics of the song "Murder Was
The Case," off Snoops quadruple
platinum 1993 debut release,
I)oggystyle.
They wanted to make a video
that didn't have to face time constraints or broadcast standards. The
result is a powerful saga that will be
available both on home video and in
theaters. the mini-movie wilJ premiere the first week of November in
theaters in New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago and Atlanta. The film is a
tale of jealousy that includes violence and rough language. The motion picture board rated it NC-17, so
Death Row withdrew the film. It is
now unrated.
This is the first time in popular music history that a short film
has inspired an entire soundtrack
album. The album features. Snoop
with various other West Coast artists, including Dr. Dre and Ice Cube
back together on the NWA reunion
tour, DJ. Quick, Nate Dogg, tha
Dogg Pound and Tray Deep. Of
course, there's the vintage laid-back
West Coast rap tracks, but there are
also some smooth, slow jams
sprinkled in from B-Rezell, Jodeci
and Danny Boy.
Dre and Cube do "Natural
Born Killaz," one of the strongest
tracks on the album. DJ. Quick
does a phat jam titled "Dollars and
Sense" in which he does what he
does best - insult fellow rappers.
Suge Knight was the executive producer in charge of this allstar cast. He has a plan for success,
and that's to not have a plan.
"Death Row goes against the
grain. That's why we're successful.
We're renegades," said Knight.
Although this film and album
portray violence, they're not glorifying it at all. It's actually trying to
show how stupid it is to kill each
other, and that it's time to unite and
see if they can work together.
Mr. Snoop doesn't play
around. He's coming straight at you
with a heavy dose of real life in tha
'hood.
"The song· s bringin · everything right in your face. I'm comin'
straight at you. It' just real shit,"
said Snoop.

House of Pain
Same As It Ever Was
(Tommy Boy)

Luke

The Mexicanz

6969

Zig Z.ag
(label)

(Luke Records)

Irish gaelic was brought onto
Coolio has released what he
Luke Skywalker is out with yet
and DJ Wino call 'Wino-funk" in the the scene by 'da House, and they another controversial CD that's sure
form of It Takes a Thief, and it's sure aren't getting any softer. Everlast's to make bank. This 24-track CD has
to get you "drisunk."
voice has reached the final stage in the everything from booty-bumpin bass
The West Coast rapper, who rouglmess evolution. It started soft dance tracks to serious rap songs, to
sent his career·spiralling straight up with the Rhyme Syndicate, took a tracks that contain Luke just talking
with his first release, Fantastic Voy- total transformation on their debut, abOut sex rather than chanting it.
age, continues to rise. The former and now Everlast has become just
''That's How I Feel" is quality
firefighter has redefined gangsta rap, plain hoarse on this CD.
rap, featuring Miami-based Poison
switching up styles and occasionally ·
The band has gone through a Clan. The bonus track has nothing but
kick.in the G-Funk Era sound that has metammphosis as well. The House is sounds of some of Luke's women
made Warren G and Snoop Doggy doing songs like "It Ain't A Crime," enjoying each other. Luke leaves no
Dogg household names.
whereEverlastgives the listener atake sex stone unturned on this one. Even
His message is one of escape on his mean-street narrative of the ·the cover teases you. It has Luke with
and good times, always keeping an Bob Marley/Peter To~h classic. An- naked girls (with a sheet over them)
eye on the serious side as well. He other sure hit is 'Word is Bond," a and theX-rated version inside. Luke is
brings in a party element, shows the freestyle jam produced by Diamond always a professional businessman. If
lighter side and brings a rap that has D that contains the smooth samplings you want some good dance music,
been sorely lacking on the West Coast. of Pete Rock and C.L. Smooth.
buy it, 'cause the pictureain'tworthit.

This 2-man South of the Border crew kicks the funky Latin Jingo
with the greatest of ease. They let ya
know how tough it was growing up
in the "barrio"- everyday gangsta
life in Long Beach.
Tua Mexicanz have da fat
shit with "Da Joint" and "Da
Method," just two of the tracks off
of their debut release, Zig Z.ag. Their
laid-back style makes you slip into
a funk, even if you don't have a
joint. Their sounds are fairly reminiscent of their Mexican brethren,
Lighter Shade ofBrown.If you' re a
West Coast fan, this is definitely
one that you 'll want to add to your
collection, gi vingit thelntemationa]
flava!

Jesus &Mary Chain kick off 1994 tour
by JIM MARTIN

.

(:

Velvet Crush and Mazzy Star hop on the Chain gang for the first leg of American tour

Axis writer

JACKSONVILLE- This year's progressive circus came through Florida this past week, as The Jesus and Mary Chain kicked off their U.S. tour in Miami on Oct. 11. The band
then continued on to Tampa and Jacksonville before making a final southeastern stop in Atlanta on the 15th.
The circus part of this tour is the wonderment surrounding the relationship of Hope Sandoval, lead singer of Mazzy Star, and Jirn Reid, the lead guitarist of the Mary Chain. Though
both deny rumors their relationship is not platonic, yet there are three impervious pieces of evidence that prove
the existence of a romantic relationship.
First, Mazzy Star decides to tour in support of their latest album So Tonight, Tha.t I Might See a year
after its release. Second, Jim and Hope were holding hands while escaping to their tour bus after the show.
Finally, after the encore performance of JAMC's latest single "Sometimes Always," a duet with Hope, Jirn
grabbed her posterior. Gossip aside, this was one of the most anticipated tours to hit the states in a while.
Velvet Crush opened the show, dealing in wann melodies that truly reveal the emotion from which the
songs were conceived. Velvet Crush is a rare breed of band that can produce a pop masterpiece almost at will.
They play a brand of country-flavored folk-pop that makes you immediately change moods to fit the song being
played.
The Crush played an abbreviated set due the three-band bill, but drummer Ric Menck still had time to
critique the crowds style of dance. "What ever happened to the Pogo? We used to jump up an·d down, and no
one got hurt. We didn't do that slam dancing stuff you kids are into," Menck lamented to the crowd. The crowd
responded by starting to pogo, but after thirty seconds, they obviously felt the need to annoy and started moshing
again.
Axis spoke with Menck after the show. We got to talking about the Green Day T-shirted mosh-piters.
Menck said "We'll be on MTV in about another year, and they'll probably be wearing our T-shirts." Menck
and the rest of the band seemed confident they had a promising future and didn't seem to be afraid of stardom.
Velvet Crush may not be your bag, but for 40 minutes of
great pop music, check out their latest album, Teenage
Symphonies to the Gods.
A new standard for boring live shows is being set
right this moment. It seems as if Mazzy Star goes out of
their way to bore an audience. Given, Rocky Balboa did
not look to Mazzy for inspiration before he fought Mr.
T. I didn't expect much in the way of a show, but I felt
like they should have been checked for pulses. Mazzy
did play a good show, but it seemed as if it was another
day at the office. As far as opening bands go, Mazzy Star
isnotthekindofbandtowannupacrowd(especfallyfor Jesus & Mary Chain has sold out three Florida venues.
a high energy act like JAMC.) Hope Sandoval's enchanting voice seems to flow harmoniously down the slide guitar of David Robad~.· Combined with a mel~choly rhythm section, Mazzy
Star's music is perfect for a cold, drizzly day. Mazzy's surprise of the night is that they did not play buzz-clip "Fade Into You." Although
this disappointed many of those in attendance, they still played "Blue Flower" and other hits of their earlier album.
Bringing their trademark smo~e and light show, the Scottish band The Jesus and Mary Chain seized the stage. Their latest album,
Stoned and Dethroned, has more of a toned-down acoustic flavor to it, more so than the fuzz ridden Honey's Dead and Automatic. Chances
were pointing to a more subdued Mary Chain to matchMazzy's lively show. We were happily mistaken. JAMC ripped into live versions
Velvet Crush opened the show.
of "Sugar Ray" and "Reverance" from Honey fs Dead. They also played a supercharged version of "Head On." The Mary Chain also
played cuts from their new album. They played "Needles and Skin," "Sometimes Always" and "Come On," which will appear on the
Love and a .45 Soundtrack, in whichMazzy Star also contributes "Ghost Highway." The only thing that went wrong at the show were some minor equipment problems. This is all but expected,
since Florida was the first stop on their tour. Fl}Ils who feared that the distortion-loving boys from Scotland had gotten soft on us, were pleasantly surprised at the banishment of the acoustic
guitar at the show. It proved that the Mary Chain has not lost their edge but perhaps have gained a new acoustic weapon to add to their arsenal of pedals and amps.

Hootie and the Blowfish tee off at the Edge
by .SEAN PERRY
Axis editor
All right, let's just get it out
of the way early.
The college buddy quartet
from South Carolina were hanging out before a gig when a couple
more good-time boys showed up.
Lead singer Darius Rucker called
out to the new arrivals, one of
which was nicknamed "Hootie"
and the other a proud owner of a
pair of Dizzy Gillespie cheeks.
Hence, Hootie & The Blowfish
were born.
"The name just stuck," said
bassist Dean Felber. "We always
figured if we made ~t big we would
change it, but it just seems to fit."
Preparfog for their second
Orlando area engagement in as
many weeks , the band is riding
high on their recent chart-busting
success. They are currently fourth
on the rock album chart.
Rucker, Felber, drummer
Soni and guitarist Mark Bryan
have been sharing the stage as
long as they've been sharing hotel
rooms and dorm rooms. With
Rucker and Felber growing up
together, they came across the
other ha1fof the quartet at Columbia University in South Carolina
around 1985, with the final addi-

regrets is that I'm getting older, and
I can'tjust go back and stay at 22."
The recent success of their hit
song, "Hold My Hand" landed them
on thechartsandonDavidLetterman
but didn't seem to change their realistic perspective.
'The only
thing that will
probably
change is our
bank accounts,"
Rucker said.
Hootie &
The Blowfish
wiH be back in
town tomorrow
night to play at
The Edge but
won't forget
their last stopover a couple of
weeks
ago.
They were invited to the taping of a VH-1
special and a
benefit golf
tournament. CeHootie & The Blowfish will make their second Orlando appearance
lebrities from
tomorrow night at the Edge.
around the entertainment inmusic," Felber said.
dustry were assembled, including
in the national arena.
Rucker doesn't regret stick- members of R.E.M., Alice Cooper
Although well-educated and
prepared for the workforce, with ing with it and paying his dues ei- and Vince Gill. Being from the
Rucker graduating with a degree ther. "I don't want a job. The only Southeast and spending many hours

tion of Soni in 1989.
After doing the cover gigs
on the college scene for some time,
they decided to refine their skills
with all-original material. Their
first independent release, Coochi
Pop met local success but stalled

in Radioffelevision and Felber obtaining a marketing degree, they
refused to give up and jump into
the 9 to 5 arena.
"Since I was a little kid and
my grandfather introduced me to
the Beatles, I've wanted to play

traveling to and from Athens to perform at the University of Georgia,
they became big fans of the Athensbased group R.E.M.
"If it wasn't for those guys'
influence, we probably wouldn't be
here," Rucker said.
After spending the day out on
the greens at the VH-1 golf tournament with the fellow musicians, they
also realized that they should take
some golf lessons.
Felber responded to the idea
of finding an occupation down the
road, "Ten years from now, I hope
I'm better at bass and golf. Alice
Cooper shot a 68!"
"Today, playing with those
guys was the first time I feJt like we
had really made it in the music business," Rucker said.
Even the Lettennan appearance hasn't begun to sink in yet for
the lead singer and songwriter.
"I don 1t believe that we were
on the show. We did a set and then
jumped on a plane for a show in
South Carolina back home," Rucker
said. "I still haven't seen the tape.
I'll believe it when I see it."
Even though it is a little longer
drive from Columbia than Athens,
this time, the college pals wil1 be
putting on their own show. Many
people will be driving to see them.
Believe it.
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She walRs. taIRs with angels

Axis H. otline

Joan Wester Anderson explains the religious experience

8: 23: ~8192

Walking with Angels
(Ballantine Books)

ing style is simple yet colorful.
Each story is capable of awaking
different emotions in the readers;
however,
they all
lead the
reader to
wait curiously for
the next in
line.

The world buzzed with action on Dec. 24, 1983. Families
gave thanks for the birth of their
savior. Whispering parents placed
dozens of presents underneath the
lighted tree; children tossed and
tuinedwaitingforthemagicalmorning that would be a wish come true.
AttheAndersonhome,familymem-

Where
Angels
Walk is
filled with

one to question the supernatural.
Skeptics might even learn to respect those who feel they' ve gotten
a
glimpse of
God' s
kindness.
Anderson summ a r i z es
this idea
perfectly,
"To those
who are
willing · to
believe, no

hers slept peacefully, yet Joan
Wester waited anxiously for the arrival of Tim, her 21-year-old son.
Tim and his roommates, Jim
and Don, were driving from Connecticut to Chicago, hoping to be
back in time for the Christmas eel-

power and
hope. Inan
age where
man fights for power and control
over each other and even over
machines, it is inspiring to know
that there are those who still be-

exp 1an a tion of the
events on
the following pages is necessary.
To those who are not willing to
believe, no explanation is possible. Was it an angel? It's up to

·ebrations. TheydroppedDonathis

lieve. The book will !ead every-

you."

$12.00
NORA OSARIO
Axis writer

i 10%-0FFto UCFStudent$w/ VALlrflD -:I
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home
and
continued
with
theirjourney. As
they
made their
way
through 1
the coldest night in Midwest history, the car's engine seemed sluggish and would only work 10 or 15
minutes per hour.
Uneasy glances passed between the passengers as they heard
the voice on the radio announce,
"Do not - I repeat Do not
venture outside tonight, friends.
There's a wind-chill factor of 80
below zero, which means exposed
skin willfreezeinlessthanaminute."
The two nervous men continued the trip, but the car came to a full
stop about a mile ahead. For the first
time, the pair contemplated the possibility of death square in the face.
Nothing could be done, except to
echo the distant plea that Tim's
mother a1so prayed, "God, you're
the only one who can help us now."
On the night when these
young men contemplated their last
minutes of life, a man completely
covered in a furry parka, hood and
scarf came up to the driver's window and offered to tow their car.
The man did not ask further questions.
.
Calmly, he attached the chains
• and walked to his car. Tim and Jim
were filled with relief, yet exhaustion took them over, and they drifted ·
off to sleep, only to wake up in front
. of Don's home. Quickly, they ran
into the warm kitchen.
Seconds later, Tim remembered the tow truck and asked Don
to lend him money. Yet, as they
looked out the window, they saw no
truck, heard no sound of chains, no
door slam and no farewells. Only
one set of tracks left marks in the
snow-Tim's car's tracks.
Their story is only one of the
mysteries unraveled in Joan Wester
Anderson's book, Where Angels
Walk. Her son's encounter with
what the family believes to be one of
God's emissaries, led Anderson to
do extensive research on the activities of angels. Anderson's study of
the different religions makes this
book completely impartial lo the
beliefs of only one group.
Where Angels Walk encompasses the stories of different individuals and their encounters with
angels - from those disguised as
humans to those with the bright
lights and wings. Anderson's writ-

-m ore schools
than you were.
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Turn on. Tune in.
Stay informed.

The latest state, national and international news
th.roughout the Alternative Afternoon.
News updates ato·
I3:26 I
4:26 I
I5:26

i

Complete neWs reports at:
3:56 I
I 4:56 I
5:56 I

I

I

I

~

Monday through Friday on WUCF-FM, The Alternative l)nd Cultural Source. Ir you'd like to join the 89.9 News Team, call 823-2444.

I I

'

Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
Opening Soon

University and Goldenrod

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444

This past
•
•

•

•

What did you
do?
Call 823-8192, for access. to Axis..
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Gridiroo Notes
withJandJ

Game Reviews
•Green Bay Packers at Minnesota Vikings. The Packers will
go down to an impressive Warren
Moon-led Vikings team. Defense
will be the key - pressure on
Packers quarterback Brett Favre
will force multiple interceptions·.
Reggie White will have to have
many meetings with Mr. Moon
for the Pack to hang close.
•Tampa Bay Buccaneers at
San Francisco '49ers. The Niners
should win this one easjly, but
something in the back of my head
tells me this game might be close.
The Yucs may start Dilfer, and
Deion may have three or four interceptions. The word of the weekend in the NFL is "interception."

derNorvTurner, and Shuler seems
to be coming along nicely, but the
Colts have been looking good behind Harbaugh, too. I give the nod
to the Colts because they're at
home, and the Hoosier Dome is a
good place to be.
•Atlanta Falcons at L.A.
Raiders. The Falcons were truly
crushed last week, and I think
they may be looking to redeem
themselves. The only problem is
I'm not sure they'll be able to do it
against a Raider squad that looked
tough against the Dolphins last
weekend. Maybe Shell and
Hostetler can get along and "Just
win Baby" for Big Al Davis. Look
for Andre Rison to redeem himself against one of the Raiders
cornerbacksafterhissecondround
knockout against Prime Time last
Sunday.
•Dallas Cowboys at Arizona
Cardinals. The Cowboys continue
to roll no matter who's coaching.
Buddy and his fat mouth won't
cash in on his preseason promise
to beat the Boys. Dallas will probably only win by three touchdowns
because that Barry Switzer is a
real class act.Buddy ran his mouth

•Chicago Bears at Detroit
Lions. Barry Sanders will run
through the Bears line to the tune
of 167 yards, and you can quote
me on that one, but the Bears have
been looking good with Walsh at
quarterback-aw, who cares. I'll
go with the Lions in this NFC
Central showdown.

all last week. Now Emmit Smith
will run all day Sunday.
•Denver Broncos at San Diego Chargers. The Chargers are
the best team ever in the NFL.
They're going to tie the Dolphins
with an undefeated season this
year. They'll win the Superbowl
by two touchdowns ... Oh no, that's
right, they'll end up choking and
losing in the first round of the
playoffs. But for now, they can
still have their illusions of grandeur. Not only that, they ' ll probably win this one over the ailincrb
Broncos.

~-------------------,
Game of the week:

I Seattle at Kansas City takes the honors this week. Joe I
I goes against his Irish heir-apparent. Marcus Allen against I
I Chris Warren. Two good defenses. This game has it all. I
I
I Dog of the week:
I Rams at N' Awl ins to face the Saints. Both teams aren't I
I very good, but at least the Rams have Jerome Bettis. The I
I Sa~nts ~ave quickly fallen from a good team to a terrible I
I tea~ ~1th absolutely no running game.
I Justin s record: Our very own Mr. Delias was 6-5 this
I
I ~eek, and go~ng "?where. Maybe it's my fault for
I
1ust now making him aware that the object is to pick the

1team that will finish with the most points. He's now a

I

I
I disappointing 33-29 on the season.
I
I Jason's record: Jason's record was stellar yet again. Boy, I
I that guy really knows his football! This guy was 8-3(wow) I
I last week and continues to improve. 38-24 on the season I
11 should place money on these games - nah cause the~ I
'
I
Monday Nighter I'd probably lose.
1
•CO_RRECTION. Last week, Justin's and Jason's records I
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L!cc1dentally switched. That Delias will do anything to win1 I
•Houston Oilers at Philadelphia Eagles. The Oilers are bad
and the Eagles are good, but the
world doesn't al ways work that
way, so the game may end up
being close. I think the Eagles will
win by IO points, but you won.'tbe
able to turn off the T.V. this Monday until well into the third quarter. T~at is, of course, unless you
enjoy hearing three old men
ramble as the Monday Night crew
is apt to do during a blowout.

Picks

•Packers at Vikings (-4)
•Seattle at Chiefs (-6.5)
Jason: Minny 24-14 over
Jason: Hawks 14·10 over
Bay
Joe
Justin: Minny 23-17 over
Justin: Joe 27-21 overHawk
Bay
•Skins at Colts (-5.5)
~Bucs at Niners (-16)
Jason: Skins 24-21 over
Indy
Jason: San Fran 28-10 over
Yucs
Justin:
Skins 24-17 over
•Cincinnati Bengals at
Justin:
San
Fran
31-17
over
Indy
Cleveland Browns. The Brownies
the Yucs
•F.alcons at Raiders (-5)
realistically should crush the
•Bears
at
Lions
(-3.5)
Jason: Raiders 35-31 over
Bengals, but I happen to think
Jason: Lions 18-14 over
Atlanta
either way it's going to be decided
Bears
Justin:
Raiders 20-17 over
by a field goal. Once again the
Bea(s
17-10
Atlanta
Justin:
word is interception and how many
•Bengals at Browns (-12)
•Cowboys at Cardinals
Vinnie can throw .. Metcalf will
Jason:
Dogs
24-17
over
Cats
(+10.5)
have to run for one, throw for one
Justin:
Browns
22-7
over
Jason: Boys 28-7 over Bud
and return one for the Brownies to
Cats
Justin: Boys 21·10 over Bud
truly crush them.
•Rams at Saints (·3.5)
•Broncos at Chargers (-7.5)
•L.A.RamsatNewOrleans
Jason: Rams 14-0 over
Jason: Chargers 24-21 over
Saints. The Rams are better than
Aint's
Broncos
expected and the Saints much · Justin: Rams 24-10 over
Justin: Chargers 31-24 over
worse. Bettis will have more yardAint's
Broncos
age in this one game than the en•Steelers at Giants (-2)
-Oilers at Eagles (-11)
tire Saints backfield will in the
Jason: G-men 22-13 over
Jason: Eagles 18-7 over Oil
next five. Rams defense might- Steelers
Justin: Eagles 21-18 over
just pitch a shutout and win by a ~J~u~s~ti~n-~·G~2~0~-1~7~o~v~e~r~S~t;ee~l~~O~il~~~~~~~~~~
couple of touchdowns.
I

-------------------~

Important news for people with .. .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.YEAST INFECTIONS
Participate in a medical research program if:
• You have aYeast Infection, and are currently experiencing
symptoms of itching, burning, irritation or discharge.
• Are at least 18 years of age.
·

Qualified Participants receive the following
benefits:
• Medical attention from qualified physicians at no charge and
free study medication.
·
• Ug to Sl 00 for your time and particjpation. "
.

Call now for more information!

(407) 331-0099
ORLANDO

·

Future HealthCare

393 Whooping Loop, Suite 14EJ:~~r'T.'!..,............;.

Altamonte

SpringsjJJl·l;Hllfjllilj;IJ

<ti .·

rwMTio9rowuP,~r~~~a~h~ekid~,

•PittsburghSteelersatN.Y.
Giants. This will be a close game,
especially with a hampered Barry

IJust want a cheap fling? Find a partner. Take I

12l4 !Jl.!r.§.OJ!'!J.'!S .!D.f~UJ:.e£~!!§i!!.e.sls.- __ .J

Foster. The Giants will have to · r.r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J~~~~~!!:ii
have little Megget pull every rab- Ill
bit out of his hat this Sunday,
including the one in which he
throws the touchdown pass, then
runs and catches it as well. How1501 Alafaya Trail
ever, if Neil O'Donnell is able to
FUN •FOOD
RIDES
find Eric Green, it could be a long
•GAMES•
PRIZES
day for Danny and the G-Men.

WeJcome to St. Joseph's
1994 Carnival

282-0505
Located across from U.C.F, in
the UC6 Shopping Center

·-

.•

•Seattle Seahawks at Kansas City Chiefs. The Chiefs proved
once again Monday night why they
got Montana, but the Hawks know
they have to keep pace with the
Chiefs, and this could end up being one of the most important
games of the season for them, so I
think Mirer and Warren step up
and get the job done.
•Washington Redskins at Indianapolis Colts. The Skins have
been improving their offense un-

.

'

October 21-23
For More Information Call: 275-0841

We Deliver!
$5 Large Cheese
Take Out or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.

,
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uestion Mark . -i
Hai·r Salon ·
!
s259s
~
? .Perm Plus
s199s
? Up Dao
Q

[
~
•

long hair extra

. $795

? Style Cut··
? _ Prepurchase Tanning
•

2 ll)onths _unlimited tan

- $6:00

? Kids Cut

P------J-,-.---·
959 S. Semoran

rr--~-?--~-~

Semoran

Kanes

$5295

Furniture

._
331 3991

~

We nee.d a new name! ·
The winner of our contest
wins ·a $100 gift certificate!
call Dave Fisher at 654-6202

Carpet Cleaning
2 Room & Hall

s2999
OR

2 Chairs and Sofa I Md. Rm $499 and up
331·3991
6546202
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Troy 5-'s
running game will give UCF a headache
.
~·

byPATKARSNICK
Staff Writer

~:·. .

.

'·"·

Homecoming is a time for fun- a time to
sit back on Saturday afternoon and enjoy a good
football game. But if your on that football team,
it's anything but fun, especially this week for the
Golden Knights.
This Saturday afternoon, the UCF football team won't be sitting back sipping tea They
will be working, and it won't be easy work. This
will be the Golden Knights' hardest Saturday
afternoon of work the team has put in so far this
season. They will be facing the No. 5 ranked
team in I-AA football, Troy State.
"Troy State is probably the best team in
the nation [I-AA] right now," said UCF tailback
Marquette Smith. ''This is probably the best
team we've had to play this year so far. We are
going to have to play pro-type ball because they
are capable of hurting you ifyou don't execute."
If the running game and Smith execute
like they have been the last three weeks, they
should be able to dominate the ground attack and
supply agood partoftheoffense. In the Knights'
last three games, Smith has runfor426 yards. He
is averaging 102. l yards per game and has
gained a total of72 l yards with3 touchdowns so
far this season.
Lastweek,Smithranfor 150yards to lead
the underdog Knights to a victory over Division
I-A opponent, Northeast Louisiana. This week,
the Knights are in the same position of playing
underdog to the 5-1 Troy State Trojans.
''Last week helped us prepare for this
week because it boosted our confidence,'' Smith
said "We got another game under our belts
where we established our running game. Establishing our running game will help our great
receivers because they're going to do great

Darin Hinshaw and the Golden Knight's offense will have to score often to
keep up with the potent Troy State ground game this Saturday afternoon.

anyway. If you have a balanced attack, it's hard
for teams to key in on one individual."
So far this season, the Knights have been
anything but individualized. Along with the
running of Smith are the passing ofHinshaw and
the receiving of Rhodes.
Both Hinshaw and Rhodes have a chance
to set football records for the state of Florida in
Saturday's game. Hinshaw is one touchdown
pass away from breaking University ofFlorida' s
Shane Matthews record for all-time touchdown
passes. They are both currently tied with 74. If
that TDpas"s happens to be completed to Rhodes,
then Rhodes will become the state's all time
leader in touchdown receptions, surpassing
Michael Irvin of Miami with 26. But this game
has much more hanging on the line than just
records. The chances for the Knights to make the
playoffs rest heavily on this game.
'This game could determine our future,"
said head coach Gene McDowell. If we win, we
have a good chance of making the playoffs. If
not, we are as good as done."
If the Knights plan to win, a 'lot of the
burden will fall on the defense. Troy State has a
potent offensive attack, averaging 271 yards
rushing and a total of 466 yards per game. It will
be up to the defense, primarily the linebackers, to
control the run. Surprisingly, the linebackers
have stepped up to be the core of the defense.
Travis Cooper and Robert Alexander have led
the teams in tackles the past 3 games.
"We have to look past the festivities of
homecoming and focus on Troy State because if
we get side tracked, they can come in here, and
we will be in a lot of trouble,'' Smith said.
If the Knights do stay focused, they could
be looking at their biggest win of the season. This
should make agreat football game for the fans on ·
a Saturday afternoon.

•
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Magic versus Suns, a possible NBA Finals showdown?
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Tuesday evening's game began with
thunderous cheers for all the Orlando Magic
players. Every fan in the 0-rena was bathing
in the hype that's been bestowed on 0-town's
favorite team - for every player except for
the $70 million man, Anfernee Hardaway.
There was a quiet hush after Nick
Anderson's name was announced, and it was
obvious that the boo-birds were collectively
inhaling, ready to let Hardaway know how
they felt about his selfishness.
Then the game everyone (15,951) was
waiting for finally began: Even though it's
only preseason, everyone was aware that
this was a possible postseason preview.
The game started tragically for the
Magic, who shot a repulsive 35.4 percent in
the first half and found themselves down
69-43. AC. Green had 15 points at the half
for the Suns, while Shaquille O'Neal had
16.
"I wasn't happy with the performance
in the first-half, but it did get better," said

Magic coach Brian Hill.
The Magic regrouped to outscore the
Suns by 17 points in the second half and
actually make the game somewhat competitive, 122-113.
Shaq ended up with 40 points in the
game in 38 minutes. Donald Royal also
picked up the slack, getting 18 points in just
25 minutes.
"We held Shaq to what, 40? So whatever defense we used tonight we'li have to
change next time," said Suns assistant coach
Scotty Robertson.
Overall, the game was sloppy and not
a good indicatfon of what the postseason
game might look like. Both teams had three
illegal defenses called on them, and the
Magic shot a meager 65.1 percent from the
charity stripe.
Phoenix is a well-respected team that
got better in the off-season with the additions of two·starforwards, Wayman Tisdale
and Danny Manning.
"I like it. Limit my minutes, I don't
have to play as much. Anything that makes
life easier on me I'm for it," said Charles

Barkley about the
additions.
Tuesday
evening was a success because of players like Barkley and
Manning. The fans
got to see one of the
best teams in the
NBA, and they got
to see Shaq score on ·
Phoenix at will, as it
became obvious the
one thing. Phoenix
was missing was a
true center.
Magic . coach
Brian Hill summed
it up best after the
game.
"It was an exhibition game, and
it was played like an
exhibition game,'' The Magic faced state rivals, the Miami Heat, last
said Hill.
Y'Jednesday night at the Orlando Arena.
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Glimpse at the Golden Knights
1IJCJF JF©>©>~lb1tllll: Homecoming game vs. Troy State at the Citrus Bowl, Saturday at 1 p.m.
UCJF V ©>Illlteylb>11Illl: at College of Charleston, Thursday at 7 p.m.; at Virginia Commonwealth Tourney:
Army, Friday at 6 p.m.; Virginia Commonwealth, Saturday at 1 p.m.; Boston College, Saturday at 3 p.m.
Meilll ~ ~ S©><e<e~r: at Coastal Carolina Soccer Classic: Charleston Southern, Saturday at 1 p.m.; !it University
of South Alabama, Sunday at 2 p.m.
Wom~mi ~ ~ S©>ccer: Stetson at the UCF Arena field, today at 4 p.m.; Florida Atlantic at the UCF Arena
field, Saturday at I 0 a.m.
U CF IR.tUtglby: Alumni game, at the Intramural _fields, Sunday at noon.
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